उपरोक्त पत्र में बांधित जानकारी अनुलयोग में संगम है।

यदि आप केंद्रीय लोक सूचना अधिकारी के उत्तर से संतुष्ट न हो तो, केंद्रीय लोक सूचना अधिकारी के उत्तर की प्राप्ति के 30 दिनों के भीतर पहले अपील प्राधिकारी के सम्मुख अपील की जा सकती है। आर-टी.आई. अधिनियम, 2005 के तहत केंद्रीय कार्यालय, गुडगांव में अपील प्राधिकारी का विवरण निम्नानुसार है:

श्री संजीव सिंह,
कार्यालय: निदेशक (सी एम जी) एवं अपील प्राधिकारी
केंद्रीय कार्यालय, पावर ग्रिड कोर्पोरेशन ऑफ इंडिया लिमिटेड,
"सौदामिनी", टलंट नंबर-2, सेक्टर-29, गुडगांव-122007, हरियाणा।
ईमेल इडी: sanjeev@powergridindia.com
फोन नंबर: 0124-2571962

धन्यवाद,
Sub.: Reply of RTI Request received from Shri G. Rajalingam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Sought: 1</th>
<th>Kindly provide the recruitment rules and pay scale of Labour welfare officer / Labour officer / welfare officer / Human resource manager or officer / labour enforcement officer in and subordinate offices of Ministry of Power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reply 1</td>
<td>The pay scales applicable in case of POWERGRID are as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Designation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manager (Human Resource)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Sought: 2</th>
<th>Kindly provide the recruitment rules and pay scale of Labour welfare officer / Labour officer / welfare officer / Human resource manager or officer / labour enforcement officer in and subordinate offices of Ministry of Power.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reply 2</td>
<td>Recruitment on all posts in POWERGRID is being carried out in line with POWERGRID’s Recruitment Policy and Procedures enclosed at Annexure-I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---x---

[Signature]
RECRUITMENT POLICY AND PROCEDURES

PREAMBLE

POWERGRID subscribes to the belief that efficiency, effectiveness and success of the organization depends largely on the skills, abilities and commitment of the employees who constitute the most important asset of the organization.

POWERGRID is, therefore, resolved to provide a framework of policies which will enable the Organization to attract the right talent for the jobs and make it available at the right time and in right number with the ultimate objective of ensuring optimum and effective utilization of the human resources in a climate of satisfaction, development and growth.

In pursuance of the above objectives and consistent with the Company's social and national obligations, POWERGRID hereby makes the following policy statement to be called POWERGRID RECRUITMENT POLICY AND PROCEDURES to govern, regulate and generally facilitate recruitment of personnel in the Offices and Establishments of the Company.

1.0 Preliminary

1.1 The policy statement and the rules and procedure made hereinunder will be applicable to recruitment and selection of employees of all classes and categories irrespective of whether they are against regular, temporary, casual, or trainee posts, unless specifically stated otherwise.

1.2 Classification of employees into regular, temporary, casual and trainees for the purpose of this policy will be the same as defined in the Company's Service Rules.

2.0 Manpower Planning and Budgeting

2.1 In all Regions and Sub-stations of the Company, before the end of August every year, each Department will review adequacy of otherwise of the available manpower with reference to the tasks and targets and determine any additional requirements of manpower in qualitative and quantitative terms for the immediately following financial year.

2.2 Based on the requirements of additional manpower of the individual departments, the detailed manpower plan for the financial year will be prepared jointly by the Planning and Human Resource Departments for the Regions as a whole giving specific details of each new post/other than casual/post and justifications therefor and this manpower plan containing details of expenditure involved will form a part of the overall manpower budget of the Region.

2.3 The requirement of casual and other contingent staff will not form a part of the Manpower Budget as the same will be shown only in terms of estimate of expenditure to be incurred in respect thereof as a part of the Works Budget.

2.4 Annual manpower including the additional manpower requirements along with all relevant details and estimated cost involved for all the Regions/Projects will be consolidated into an Integrated Company Manpower Plan which will form as part of the Annual Budget to be submitted for approval of the Board of Directors.

2.5 On approval by the Board, these manpower plans will constitute sanction for creation of posts including posts of trainees and form the general basis of recruitment during the financial year.

3.0 Creation of Posts

3.1 Notwithstanding the Board's overall sanction for the creation of posts as above, specific sanction for each new post from the competent authority will be necessary before initiation of action for filling the posts and the competent authority will issue the necessary sanction depending on the requirements from time to time during the year within the approved budget sanction and manpower plans subject, however, to the policies and directives that may be issued by the Board of Directors and/or Chairman and Managing Director, as the case maybe.

3.2 For the purpose of according sanction to the creation of regular, trainee and temporary posts in different categories within the approved budget provisions and approving appointments to such posts, the competent authorities as provided under Delegation of Power to be referred to and hereinafter referred to as the Appointing Authority.

3.2.1 Authorities competent to approve appointments to the posts created within the manpower budget provisions will be at Delegation of Power.
3.3 While the authority competent to sanction creation of posts will have the flexibility to re-allocate posts as between various functions under his control subject to overall compliances in the budget, no non-executive post shall be created unless such post is included in the approved budget and manpower plans except with the prior approval of the Chairman & Managing Director who may accord the necessary approval only in exceptional cases. Proposals for creation of such posts not covered by the annual manpower plan will be accompanied by full justifications and explanation of reasons and circumstances due to which the necessary provision could not be made at the time of formulating the annual manpower plan.

4.0 Job Title, Job Specification, Role Outline and Pay Scales

4.1 Job specifications indicating the eligibility requirements in terms of minimum educational and/or professional qualifications, length, nature and quality of experience, upper age limit etc. and a general outing of the role and responsibilities will be laid down in respect of each job title along with the pay scale or consolidated/daily/monthly wage rate in which the post falls in the category will be co-related.

4.2 To ensure uniformity and consistency, such job titles, job specifications and role outlines together with the pay scales applicable in respect of all categories of posts will be issued by the Corporate Centre from time to time with the approval of the Chairman and Managing Director.

4.3 No appointment shall be made to any post in the Company unless the person fulfills the minimum eligibility requirements and conforms to the specifications prescribed for the post except where general relaxations are made in the case of reserved vacancies for candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, OBC(NCL), Physically Handicapped, Ex-servicemen and other special categories.

Provided, however, that in special and exceptional cases appointments may be made subject to the approval of the Chairman & Managing Director in relaxation of the prescribed specifications where the Appointing Authority is satisfied that such relaxation is essential in the interest of the Company.

5.0 Induction Levels

5.1 Keeping in view the need for induction of experienced personnel during the formative stage of a new organisation, recruitments in POWERGRID during the initial years may take place at all levels of the organisational hierarchy but while manpower positions should be ensured as far as possible that the number induced in higher grades within a cadre is proportionately smaller than the number induced in the lower grades.

5.2 At the appropriate stage of the growth of the organisation, recruitments will be restricted by and large to the induction levels as specified in Schedule I, so as to ensure that prospects of career growth of existing employees are in no way impaired.

5.3 Infusion of new blood to the executive and supervisory cadres will be through the Executive Trainee and Supervisory Trainee Schemes under which training based on specific requirements of the company will be imparted to the fresh professional graduates and diploma holders to be recruited on a regular annual basis.

6.0 Agencies for Recruitment

6.1 All recruitment to the executive cadres inclusive of Executive Trainees for all Sub-stations and Regions of the company will be centralised in the Corporate Centre and dealt with by the Corporate Human Resource Department.

6.2 In respect of all non-executive personnel, recruitment and training wherever necessary, will be done, provided by Human Resource Department of the concerned region.

7.0 Sources and Modes of Recruitment

7.1 For recruitment of professional personnel in Company's executive cadre including executive trainee, selection will be made on an all-India basis and for this purpose, the posts to be filled will be duly notified through press advertisements and Company Notice Boards and/or through circulars issued to Government Departments and Public Sector Undertakings where suitable candidates of the required extemce are expected to be available.
7.2 In respect of recruitment to non-executive posts of the levels E2 & above, all vacancies will be notified to the Employment Exchanges in terms of Employment Exchanges (Compulsory Notification of Vacancies) Act, 1959.

Provided that notifications for recruitment of reserved vacancies will also be issued to Associations concerned, copies of notification may also be sent simultaneously to the Central Employment Exchange and other employment exchanges in the neighbouring districts within the State and Government and Semi-Government Organisations and/or the stations may be advertised in the local press subject, however, to the condition that all things being equal, preference will be given to suitable candidates sponsored by the concerned Employment Exchange.

7.3 In respect of recruitment to non-executive posts of the levels E2 & above recruitment will be made from all the states within the Region where the Sub-Station Establishment is located and the states neighbouring such region and for this purpose notification for filling the vacancies will be issued in the newspapers and also to the employment exchanges of the regions through the Central Employment Exchange, Government Industrial Training Institutes and Polytechnics, in addition to the Notice Board in the company's premises.

Provided that recruitment may be made to such posts from outside the region where the appointing authority is satisfied that suitable candidates in adequate number may not be available within the region.

Provided that to facilitate recruitment to the reserved vacancies, copies of such notifications will also be issued to the various agencies and associations as stated above.

7.4 In addition to the above, induction of executive and specialist non-executive personnel may be made as deemed necessary and appropriate by the authority competent to create the posts from one or more of the following sources:

(a) Deputation from Central/State Government Electricity Boards and Public Sector Organisations where suitable personnel on terms offered by the Company are not available at the right time from other sources where the terms and cost involved in processing recruitment through open advertisements may not be justified in view of the number or nature of posts to be filled;

(b) Campus interview and recruitment of Executives Trained at E2 level from reputed Engineering institutions and of Officers at E2 level from reputed Management Institutions;

(c) Candidates located through personal contacts and talent survey, only in respect of posts requiring specialist knowledge and expertise and/or exceptional qualification and merit subject to approval by the Chairman and Managing Director.

8.0 To fill job openings by selection from within

8.1 The internal candidates who fulfill all eligibility requirements may be considered along with other candidates.

Provided, however, that they should not have been considered for a similar position in any of the Departments/Units of the Company and found unsuitable in the course of one year preceding the time of the current recruitment.

For being considered for selection from within the organisation on the basis of internal circulars for a job opening in a particular grade, employees in the next lower grade only are eligible. Provided that no one must have served for a minimum of two years in his existing grade in POWERGRID as required under the Service Rules.

8.2 However, for induction level recruitment, selections based on Employment Exchange notification and/or open advertisement, the fulfilment of Service Rules condition of putting in two years of service in the existing grade will not be necessary. It will also not be necessary that the post applied for must always be in the next higher grade. The selections against induction level posts as given in schedule VI in respect of departmental candidates may be considered, provided the candidates meet the minimum qualification and other requirements for the notified advertised post.

8.3 Subject to fulfilment of minimum eligibility requirements and other prescribed criteria, directly recruited regular employees including deputations will be considered eligible for selection to a post in open competition with external candidates.

8.4 Applications of all internal candidates will be forwarded to the Human Resource Department by the Head of the Department who should give in his forwarding statement:

(a) Comments on the suitability of the candidates for the post applied for;

(b) Assessment of the performance of the candidate;

(c) Remarks whether or not candidate can be released in case he is selected, with out demerit to the job currently being handled by him.

9.0 Preference for Candidates Belonging to Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes/Ex-Servicemen, Displaced Persons etc.

9.1 Towards the fulfilment of the Company's social and national obligations, it will always be POWERGRID endeavour to provide gainful employment, on a preferential basis to the members of the economically backward classes, ex-servicemen, persons uprooted from the project areas and other unfortunates sections of the society and for this purpose the directives of the Government concerning reservation of vacancies and
special concession to be allowed to such candidates will be strictly and consistently adhered to. Details of the directives currently in force are given in Schedule II.

10.0 Application Formalities

10.1 No appointment other than appointments on deputation will be made in the company except on the basis of an application giving details and particulars as may be prescribed from time to time.

10.2 While as a rule, all recruitments, applications should be in the forms prescribed for different categories from time to time as far as possible, applications in plain paper may also be resorted to whenever necessary keeping in view the urgency for handing the post and the lead time involved.

10.3 Unless specifically exempted by the appointing authority, all applications for job position in the company will be accompanied by a postal order of the value of Rs. 400/- for Executive Trainees and other Executive posts, Rs. 200/- for Supervisory posts and Rs. 100/- for other Non-executive posts other than those covered by the Employment Exchanges (Compulsory Notification of Vacancies) Act, 1959.

Provided that candidates belonging to physically disabled category, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and Ex-servicemen will be exempted from the payment of application fee, regardless of the post being reserved for them.

10.4 In the case of all recruitment based on open advertisement and public notifications, there will be a last date for the receipt of applications, after which no application will be entertained for the posts advertised except with the approval of the appointing authority who may permit applications to be entertained after the expiry of the last date in special cases if he is satisfied that there is good and sufficient cause and justification for such relaxation.

11.0 Forwarding of Applications of Candidates from Government and Public undertakings

11.1 Consistent with the guidelines issued by the Department of Public Enterprises vide DPE'S Memo No. DPE/72/1-BPE/GM dated August 18, 1972, POWERGRID will accept applications only if they are forwarded through proper channels in respect of persons employed in the Central and State Governments and in those Public Undertakings whose rules provide for carry forward of gratuity, leave, provident fund and other benefits of transfer on movement to another organisation in the public sector with the consent of both the organisations concerned. Provided, however, that applications from candidates from public undertakings referred to above may be accepted without being forwarded through proper channels if the candidate submits a declaration along with the application stating that if selected for appointment in POWERGRID on terms acceptable to him:

(a) he will be agreeable to forego the benefits of carry forward of leave, gratuity etc.; and

(b) he will be able to produce a 'No Objection Certificate' and secure due release from his present organisation within the stipulated notice period.

11.2. In respect of candidates from public undertakings who despite and aforementioned guidelines from DPE, do not provide for carry forward of leave, gratuity and other benefits even in respect of persons whose applications are forwarded through proper channel, applications may be entertained directly as in the cases of candidates from private sector, organisations and the requirement of proper channel will not apply.

11.3 Applications submitted through proper channel may be processed on the basis of advance copies but the candidate, if and when called for interview, must submit a 'No Objection Certificate' from his present employer which must also state that he will be relieved in the event of his selection for appointment in POWERGRID.

11.4 In respect of candidates from Government and Public Sector Organisations who apply through proper channel, Human Resource Department will obtain copies of the annual appraisal reports or their abstracts in POWERGRID's reference check forms which will be placed before the Selection Board during or after interview but before the finalisation of the panel of selected candidates.

12.0 Requisition for Manpower

12.1 The respective departments will forward their manpower requirements in prescribed requisition format to the Human Resource Department through the respective Appointing Authority competent to sanction creation of posts indicating therein the last dates by which placement of personnel is desired for different posts keeping in view the normal lead time for recruitment.

12.2 The requirements will be examined with reference to the sanctioned manpower in the budget by the Human Resource Department who, before proceeding with recruitment, will verify whether the post(s) can be filled:

(a) out of acceptable transfer requests pending, if any.

(b) recommended inter-functional appointments of posts.

(c) Record of surplus staff (internal) suitable for deployment.

(d) Executive trainees, supervisory trainees and other trainees apprentices whose completion of training coincides with the requirements.
13.0 Processing of Applications

13.1 All applications received against a specific notification/advertisement will be subjected to a preliminary scrutiny by the Human Resource Department who will ensure that:

(a) Applications are duly completed and accompanied by the prescribed application fees and where received within permitted time.

(b) Age of the applicant is within the prescribed limit.

(c) Qualifications and experience of the candidates conform to those prescribed.

(d) Applications have been submitted "Through Proper Channel" wherever required.

(e) In the case of candidates from Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, OBC/NTCL, Physically Handicapped, Ex-Servicemen, etc. application is accompanied by a certificate to that effect from the competent authority.

13.2 The applications that fulfill the prescribed requirements after preliminary scrutiny as above will be listed and forwarded to the Department concerned for further scrutiny with a view to selecting for test/interview only those candidates who are considered suitable in terms of nature and quality of technical knowledge and professional expertise required for each specific post.

13.3 On completion of the scrutiny by the function concerned, the Head of the Department will forward to the Human Resource Department the list of candidates considered eligible for test/interview, spelling out clearly the criteria adopted for screening and the basis of rejection of applications in each case.

13.4 While the applications will be screened at the appropriate executive level depending upon the grade of the post to be filled, it is advisable for the Head of the Department concerned to ensure as far as practicable that the scrutiny is carried out by an Officer of the Department who will be participating in the selection process as the expert member in the Selection Board representing the Department.

13.5 After the applications are finally screened, Human Resource Department will prepare a final list of eligible based on the criteria determined in the course of earlier scrutiny and other relevant factors keeping in view the reserved vacancies and the special relaxation for candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, etc. and this short list after approval by the appointing authority or the officer to whom powers in this behalf are delegated will form the basis for candidates being called for selection test and/or interview.

14.0 Selection Process and Constitution of Selection Boards

14.1 Various selection methods like trade tests, written tests, group discussions, etc. may be employed depending on the requirements of the job for which selection is being made and for this purpose, the Human Resource Department in association with the concerned Department, wherever necessary will evolve and prescribe methods of selection in all Units for similar jobs.

14.2 All direct appointments to every post in the company, whether regular, temporary, trainee or casual, except appointments on deputation from Government organisations and public sector undertakings, will be made only on recommendation of a duly constituted Selection Board/Committee.

14.3 All appointments to the executive and managerial cadres of the Company including Executive Trainees will be made on the recommendations of the POWERGRID Central Selection Board, Guidelines for the constitution of which are given in Schedule-I.

14.4 All appointments to posts in various non-executive categories including Supervisor Trainees and other Trainees/Apprentices will be made on the basis of recommendations of Selection Boards/Committees constituted for the purpose, which must include representatives from the following sources at the appropriate executive level depending on the posts:

(a) Concerned Department/Function.

(b) Human Resource Department.

(c) District/Local Administration at appropriate level but not below the rank of Deputy Collector/Sub-Divisional Officer/Magistrate.

(d) SC/ST Representative/Minority Representative.

(e) Corporate Representative in case the Selection Committee has been constituted at Regional Level.

(f) A senior Refined Civil Servant.

14.5 The Selection Boards/Committees will be constituted by the Human Resource Department in each case with the approval of the Appointing Authority.

14.6 Honorarium and reimbursement of boarding and lodging expenses may be made to Members of the Selection Board/Committee from outside the organisation as per rates and rules in this regard laid down by Corporate Centre from time to time.
Interviews and Role of Selection Boards

15.1 The candidates included in the shortlist of rated applications referred to in clause 13.3 above will be called upon to undergo a prescribed selection process which may consist of:

(a) an interview before the Selection Board,

(b) a test and/or group discussion followed by an interview of all candidates before the Selection Board,

(c) an elimination test and/or group discussion followed by an interview before the Selection Board of only those who qualify in the test and/or group discussion.

15.2 All candidates called for interview who come from places beyond a distance of 30 km will be reimbursed actual expenses incurred on travel to and from the place of interview on production of money receipt or any other supporting documentary evidence in respect of the onward journey. In lieu of:

| Return all-expenditure (including AC sleeper return rail fare by the shortest route) | For all executive posts in the levels of DG and above |
|———|———|
| 1 class sleeping compartment class rail fare by the shortest route | For executive posts in the level of E2A and above |

Sleeper class return rail fare by the shortest route | For executive posts in the E2 level including Executive Trainees, all non-executive posts including supervisor and other trainees under company training scheme. |

The shortest route for this purpose will be from the place to which the interview call letter was mailed to the appointed place of interview.

15.3 The call letters to the candidates for appearing for interview before the Selection Board, to be issued by registered post or under certificate of posting, not later than ten clear days before the date of interview should, inter alia state clearly the post and the grade(s) for which the candidate will be considered and other formalities that he will be required to comply with prior to the interview.

15.4 In the case of recruitment for vacancies reserved exclusively for the Scheduled Castes and Schedule Tribes, separate interviews exclusively for candidates belonging to these communities will be held before the Selection Board which should include, whenever possible, a member nominated by the Commissioner of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes or a Manager of the Corporation belonging to any of the communities as required under the Presidential directives issued in this regard.

15.5 Human Resource Department will make available to the members of the Selection Board the following documents and particulars regarding the candidates selected for interview:

(a) A copy of the advertisement/notification together with the specific requirements and duties and responsibilities of the posts.

(b) Bio-data of each candidate.

(c) Applications in original.

(d) Appraisal reports and comments of forwarding authority in the case of internal candidates.

(e) Special information, if any, relevant to Selection regarding any candidate.

15.6 Apart from participating generally in the selection process, the representatives of the Human Resources Department in the Selection Board will have the following specific responsibilities:

(a) At the commencement of the proceedings of the Selection Board, he will brief the members generally on the specific requirements, responsibilities and remuneration for each post, approximate number of suitable candidates to be selected, and empowered for immediate and further requirements and any other matter relating to the Selection.

(b) While the specialist/technical members of the Selection Board will be primarily concerned with the suitability of the candidates in terms of knowledge, skill, expertise and technical and professional competence, it will be the primary responsibility of the HR representative to call the attention of the Board to the attitudinal, motivational and personal aspects relevant to the job requirements.

(c) He will ensure consistency in the selection standards, starting salaries, status and seniority keeping in view the existing position within the organisation and comparative position prevailing generally in the open market and particularly in the similar organisations in the Government and public sector.

(d) He will assist the Board in the negotiation of the terms including starting salary, grade seniority, status, time allowed for joining etc. and furnish relevant information regarding allowances, benefits, emoluments, career prospects, service rules and other allied matters, if and when asked for by any candidate.

(e) At the end of each interview, he will review and seek feedback on availability/non-availability of adequate number of proper kind of conditions and expectations.
candidates for the particular job and the need for development and training of such personnel internally.

15.7 Keeping in view the qualifications, experience, results of interview, discussion, if any, and other relevant facts viz-a-viz the specific requirements of the posts and on the basis of the standards of technical skill, professional competence and overall personality traits as assessed from the candidates performance in the interview, the Selection Board will assign a final percentage marks to each candidate considered suitable.

Provided that when two or more candidates secure equal marks they will be empanelled in the chronological order of their dates of birth, the eldest being placed first among them.

Provided also that in respect of the reserved vacancies, the Board will draw up and recommend a separate panel of names of suitable candidates belonging to Physically Handicapped, OBC(NCL), Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.

15.8 While making its recommendations of names of suitable candidates, the Selection Board may make special mention of the following wherever appropriate:

(a) The amount of starting basic salary in cases where pay is to be fixed above the minimum of the grade.

(b) Any remarks regarding accelerated promotion to the next higher grade subject to satisfactory performance in exceptional cases of candidates who are too senior to start from the grade to which they are selected but not senior enough for selection to the higher grade for reasons of internal company policy.

(c) Areas of specification and strength where the candidate would be best suited.

(d) Any other recommendation/remark considered relevant and necessary in respect of any candidate.

16.0 Operation of Panel of Selected Candidates

16.1 The panel of candidates in order of merit as prepared by the Human Resource Department, on approval by the Appointing Authority, will form the basis for issue of offers of appointment.

16.2 The functional panel of selected candidates will normally remain valid and operative for a period of six months from the date of approval and on expiry of this period it will cease to operate unless otherwise decided by the appointing authority for reasons to be recorded in writing.

Based on the panel as recommended by the Selection Board, Human Resource Department will issue offers of appointment in one or more candidates in the order given in the panel depending on the number of posts as sanctioned by the appointing authority from time to time.

Where there is a separate panel of selected candidates from the OBC(NCL), Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in respect of vacancies exclusively reserved for them, the model roster prescribed by the Government (see Schedule IV Appendix I & II) will be followed while making offers of appointment.

17.0 Offers of Appointment

Human Resource Department will issue the offers of appointment in the prescribed form in duplicate and the contract of appointment will be complete on receipt of the letter of acceptance along with the copy of offer duly signed by the candidate.

17.2 Based on the length of notice period, for release from the present engagement as indicated in the application form or during interview and depending upon the urgency of filling the vacant post, the offer of appointment will state the last date by which the candidate must join the company falling which the offer of appointment will be deemed to have been withdrawn unless an extension of the last date has been granted by the appointing authority prior to the expiry of the joining time as indicated in the offer of appointment.

18.0 Medical Fitness

18.1 Nobody will be appointed to any post in the Company whether regular, temporary, trainee or casual unless he is declared physically fit at par the medical fitness standards prescribed for the post after a medical examination by the Company's authorized medical officers/officers at the time of appointment in the Company's service.

Notwithstanding the above, internal candidates and candidates joining POWERGRID from the organisations in the Government and Public Sector who have been examined and declared fit at the time of their initial appointment in the Government or Public Sector as the case may be provided they furnish a certificate as a declaration to that effect.

19.0 Joining Formalities

19.1 Employees on the first appointment to the Company's service will furnish to the Human Resource Department copies of documents and other details and particulars as given in Schedule V.

In case of recruitment to executive and supervisory posts, prescribed application forms for all the candidates will include a column for the candidates to give names of two references to whom in the event of selection of the candidate, reference will be made in the prescribed form for eliciting their views and
opinions on the suitability of the candidate for employment in the Company.

19.3

On appointment of a person in the company, the District authorities concerned will be requested to verify and report on the antecedents of the person in the prescribed attestation form in terms of directives issued by the Government from time to time in this regard.

Provided, however that such verification of antecedents may not be insisted upon in the case of persons employed in the Government/Semi Government Organisations and Public Sector Undertaking immediately prior to the appointment in POWERGRID subject to the condition that in the case of persons coming from Semi-Government Organisations and Public Sector Undertakings, satisfactory evidence is made available in support of the fact that due verification of antecedents was made at the time of their appointment to the Semi-Government Organisation or Public Sector Undertaking, as the case may be.

20.0

Interpretation and Amendments

20.1

In the case of any doubts arising with regard to any of the provisions in the Recruitment Policy and Procedures and in the cases not covered by these rules, final authority of interpretation will vest in the Chairman and Managing Director whose will be final.